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ARE GEN Z & MILLENNIALS WATCHING THE SAME KIND OF CONTENT? SORT OF 

 

WHAT KIND OF VIDEO CONTENT ARE GEN Z AND MILLENNIALS WATCHING WEEKLY? THE 

GENERATIONS AREN’T NECESSARILY TUNING INTO THE SAME GENRES… 

 

Though the two generations do have quite a bit in common, looking at the differences between 

Gen Z and Millennials drives current generational conversations. We look at those differences 

across a range of topics—from their favorite apps to their favorite food brands. And one of the 

areas we see the starkest differences between the groups? Media consumption. 

 

All young consumers are disrupting the industry, but also exhibit different preferences and 

habits. Millennials are driving cable cutting and making Netflix an addiction, while Gen Z (still 

under their parents’ roofs) are driving mobile video consumption, where they’re fueling the 

popularity of social video platforms. Ypulse’s quarterly media consumption tracker keeps tabs 

on both generations’ shifting preferences, from the screens they’re watching on to the genres 

they’re tuning into. In our most recent media consumption survey, we confirmed that Gen Z is 

more likely than Millennials to say they use their smartphones to watch video content weekly or 

more (though it is now the top screen among both groups) and Millennials are far more likely to 

say they pay for an online streaming account like Netflix or Hulu. But we also looked at the 

kinds of video they’re watching on these devices and services. First, we asked what kind of 

overall video content they’re watching weekly, telling respondents that video content can be 

movies, TV shows, series on streaming services, online videos, etc. Here are some of the 

differences we found between Millennial and Gen Z preferences:  

 

 
 

Comedy is the top video content that both Gen Z and Millennials are watching weekly, followed 

by music/music videos. But we see some stark differences between the groups. Millennials are 
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far more likely to say they’re watching food/cooking videos, drama, news content, and 

documentaries than Gen Z. Meanwhile, Gen Z is more likely than Millennials to watch cartoons, 

and—not surprisingly considering the Influencer Effect—vlogger/online personality content. 

We continue to see differences when looking at more specific video types. When we asked 

what types of television content they watch weekly, Millennials were more likely to tune into a 

variety of TV content:  

 

 
 

Again, while comedy is the top type of TV content for both generations, Millennials are more 

likely to tune into drama, food/cooking, news, and reality TV. They’re also a bit more likely to 

tune into sports and sports news than Gen Z—a potential red flag for sport brands. Cartoons 

are the TV genre that pops for Gen Z, which could be because of their age. But when it comes 

to short content, there are several genres they’re more likely to watch than Millennials:  

 

 
 

Vloggers/online personalities are actually the top type of short-form content that Gen Z is 

tuning into weekly, while Millennials are most likely to watch—you guessed it—comedy. Gen Z 

was also more likely to say they watch gaming/esports, and slightly more likely to say they 

watch beauty content. Millennials are far more likely than Gen Z to be watching short-form 

food/cooking content, news content, and home improvement/DIY, perhaps showing that their 

interests stay consistent across platforms.  
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